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The complexity of probabilistic models, especially
those involving recursion, has far exceeded the representational capacity of graphical models. Functional
programming languages with probabilistic choice operators have recently been proposed as universal representations for statistical modeling (e.g., IBAL [Pfe01],
λ◦ [PPT08], Church [GMR+ 08]). The conditional
independence structure of a probabilistic program is
not, in general, representable by a graphical model.
Rather, it is dynamic and is given by the random
control and data flow of the program. These functional probabilistic languages are allied with imperative probabilistic languages (e.g., Infer.NET) and a
similar tradition of augmenting logical representations
with probabilistic quantifiers (e.g., BLOG [MMR+ 05],
iBLOG [MMG08], PRISM [SK97], BLP [KR07], SLP
[Mug96], Markov Logic [RD06], Independent Choice
Logic [Poo08]).

ferent character which has raised a number of interesting theoretical questions (e.g., [RP02], [PPT08], and
[GMR+ 08]). Some preliminary connections between
exchangeability, nonparametrics, and computability
were described in [RMGT08]. Here we describe a recent theoretical result [FR09] on computability, exchangeability and de Finetti measures, and highlight
its consequences for the semantics of probabilistic programs and for statistical inference.

In Church, a probabilistic dialect of Scheme/LISP,
probability distributions are represented as procedures
which generate samples. However, while sampling
defines the semantics, implementations need not be
sampling-based. Posterior analysis is implemented by
conditioning on a program’s output and querying the
values of variables internal to the program (e.g., a variable which represents the mixture component for a
particular data point in a mixture model).

Theorem (de Finetti [Kal05, Chap. 1.1]). Let
{Xi }i≥1 be a exchangeable sequence of real-valued random variables. There is a random probability measure
ν on R such that {Xi }i≥1 is conditionally i.i.d. with
respect to ν. Moreover,
Pn ν is given, almost surely, by
ν(B) = limn→∞ n1 i=1 1B (Xi ), where B ranges over
the Borel subsets of R.

The MIT-Church implementation [GMR+ 08] provides
two general inference algorithms: an exact but arbitrarily slow rejection sampler for generating perfect
samples, and an approximate Metropolis-Hastings algorithm which performs a random walk over the space
of possible computational histories of the constrained
program. In contrast, [Rad07] gives a deterministic
inference algorithm for probabilistic Scheme.
Although the semantics of probabilistic programs have
been studied extensively in theoretical computer science in the context of randomized algorithms (e.g.,
[Koz81] and [JP89]), this application of probabilistic
programs to universal statistical modeling has a dif-
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The de Finetti Theorem

Let X = {Xi }i≥1 be an infinite sequence of real random variables. An infinite sequence X is exchangeable
if, for any finite set {k1 , . . . , kj } of distinct indices,
d
d
(Xk1 , . . . , Xkj )=
(X1 , . . . , Xj ), where =
denotes equality in distribution. We denote the indicator function
of a set B by 1B .

Following [Ald85], we call ν the directing random measure and call its distribution the de Finetti measure.
A Bayesian perspective suggests the following interpretation: exchangeable sequences arise from independent observations from a latent random distribution.
Posterior analysis requires a prior distribution on this
unknown distribution. This has been justified by the
existence of de Finetti measures. A natural question
to ask is whether computable exchangeable sequences
arise from independent observations from computable
random distributions. Using notions of computability established in computable analysis [Sch07], it was
recently shown [FR09] that this is always the case.
As an example, consider the Beta(a, b)-Bernoulli pro-

cess and the Pólya urn scheme written in Church. We
will define the procedure sample-coin such that calling sample-coin returns a new procedure which itself
returns random binary values. The probabilistic program
(define my-coin (sample-coin))
(my-coin)
(my-coin)
(my-coin)
...
defines a random binary sequence. Consider the following two implementations of sample-coin (and recall that the (λ () . . . ) special form creates a procedure of no arguments):
(i) (define (sample-coin)
(let ([coin-weight (beta a b)])
(λ () (bernoulli coin-weight)) ) )
(ii) (define (sample-coin)
(let ([heads a]
[total (+ a b)] )
(λ () (let ([x (bernoulli heads
total )])
(set! heads (+ heads x))
(set! total (+ total 1))
x ) ) )

The state of a procedure my-coin sampled using (ii)
changes after each iteration, as the sufficient statistics
are updated (using set!). Therefore, each element of
the sequence is generated from a different distribution.
Even though the sequence of calls to such a my-coin
has the same marginal distribution as those given by
repeated calls to a my-coin sampled using (i), a procedure my-coin sampled using (ii) denotes a probability
kernel which depends on the state.
In contrast, a my-coin sampled using (i) does not
modify itself via mutation (set!); the value of
coin-weight does not change after it is randomly initialized and therefore my-coin denotes a fixed distribution — a particular Bernoulli. Its marginal distribution is a random Bernoulli, precisely the directing
random measure of the Beta-Bernoulli process. The
de Finetti measure is defined to be the distribution of
this directing random measure, and so (i) denotes the
de Finetti measure.
Mathematically, the relationship between (i) and (ii)
is that (ii) is obtained from (i) by marginalization (in
particular, integrating over the directing random measure). Thus, exchangeable mutation in probabilistic
programs arises from integrating out variables, thereby
inducing non-local dependencies.
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In case (i), evaluating (my-coin) returns a 1 with
probability coin-weight and a 0 otherwise, where the
shared coin-weight parameter is itself drawn from
a Beta(a, b) distribution on [0, 1]. Note that the sequence of values obtained by evaluating (my-coin) is
exchangeable but not i.i.d. (e.g., an initial sequence
of ten 1’s leads one to predict that the next draw is
more likely to be 1 than 0). However, conditioned on
the coin-weight (a hidden variable within the opaque
procedure my-coin) the sequence is i.i.d.
The code in (ii) implements the Pólya urn scheme (see
[dF75, Chap. 11.4]), and the sequence of return values
is exchangeable because x depends only on the number
of heads and tails, and not on the order of the previous
samples. Furthermore, the Pólya urn scheme is known
to produce the Beta-Bernoulli process.
Because the sequence induced by (ii) is exchangeable,
de Finetti’s theorem implies that it has the same distribution as the product of repeated draws from some
random distribution. In fact, by the above characterization of the Beta-Bernoulli process, (i) and (ii) are
equivalent as distributions over sequences.
However, there is an important difference between
these two implementations: (i) denotes the de Finetti
measure, while (ii) does not, as samples from it do not
denote fixed distributions.

Computable de Finetti Theorem

In the case of the exchangeable sequence given by the
(manifestly) computable Pólya urn scheme, the directing random measure ν is a random Bernoulli whose
parameter is drawn from a Beta distribution. The distribution of the latter is also computable. In general, it
can be shown that computable exchangeable sequences
always induce computable de Finetti measures. Furthermore, given code generating an exchangeable sequence (e.g., given (ii)), we can automatically generate
code for the de Finetti measure (i.e., give a procedure
of the form (i) which does not use mutation):
Theorem (Computable de Finetti, [FR09]). Let X
be a real-valued exchangeable sequence and let µ be the
distribution of its directing random measure ν. Then
X is computable iff µ is computable. Moreover, µ is
uniformly computable in X, and conversely.
In many cases, exchangeable sequences are expressed
as samples from a sequence of conditional distributions P (Xk+1 | X1 , . . . , Xk ). The computable de
Finetti result implies that if the conditional distributions are computable (loosely, sampleable), then so is
the de Finetti measure. Like the Pólya urn example, given a probabilistic program implementing the
Chinese restaurant process, the random directing measure given by Sethuraman’s [Set94] stick-breaking con-

struction of the Dirichlet process could be automatically recovered. These different representations may
have vastly different time, space and entropy complexity; mutation becomes especially relevant when implementing parallel inference algorithms that span large
networks where communication costs are high.
The use of mutation also has important theoretical
consequences for the semantics of probabilistic languages. Procedures which do not use mutation denote
probabilistic functions (i.e., probability kernels) which
do not depend on the state. Procedures which use
mutation will, in general, denote probabilistic functions which do depend on the state. However, if the
sequence of repeated calls to such a procedure is exchangeable, the classical de Finetti theorem implies
that repeated calls to the procedure have the same
distribution as that of some probabilistic function (not
depending on state), even though the denotational semantics are different.
In particular, calls to a procedure which uses exchangeable mutation are draws from some distribution. The
computable de Finetti theorem implies that this distribution is itself computable, and provides a means
of effectively recovering it. Thus one can move freely
between representations with and without mutation,
by transforming procedures which use exchangeable
mutation into their de Finetti representations, which
induce the same marginal distribution and do not use
mutation. An open problem is to determine the complexity of this transformation between representations.
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